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Weather and climate models
The behavior of the atmosphere 

is governed by a set of physical 

laws that express how the air 

moves, the process of heating 

and cooling, the role of moisture, 

and so on.

Interactions between the 

atmosphere and the underlying 

land and ocean are important in 

determining the weather.
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Weather and climate models: the equations

Momentum 

conservation

Energy 

conservation

Water vapour 

conservation

Mass conservation

Hydrostatic 

balance

These terms 
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of clouds, mo
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D0-15: 9km

SEAS: 65km

MONTH: 18km

CLIM: >125km

Models: the finite mesh

Vertical levels
Horizontal grid
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Weather and climate: the chaotic behaviour

The atmosphere is a chaotic system, with flow-dependent errors grow

This was illustrated for the first time by Edward Lorenz, with his 3-dim m
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Weather and climate: the probabilistic appro
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Ensembles of model 

simulations are used to 

provide a confidence 

estimate of a weather 

forecast or a climate 

projection

Ensembles are design 

to simulate the sources 

of forecast errors
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Ensembles simulate sources of errors
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The forecast skill depends on the scale
The forecast skill (accuracy, reliability) depends on the spatio-temporal s

of the phenomena one tries to predict. In general, small-scale, high-

frequency phenomena (e.g. precipitation, wind) are more difficult to pred
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The kill for TP fcs over EU is OK up to ~10d

Average skill (verified against obs) over the Europe and the tropical re
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Another extreme TP case: Livorno (11 Sept 2



Extreme TP events: Livorno (11 Sept 2017)
ECMWF ENS Extreme Forecast Index – 6@00+96-120h ENS Extreme Forecast Index – 10@0
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Predicting 2mT extremes is OK up to ~10d
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The forthcoming 15 days … 
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Reliability of prob. TP fcs depends on the are

Reliability diagram for probabilistic forecasts of wet conditions (>2/3) at d5-11 (+ 1.5 

weeks) and d19-25 (+ 3 weeks). 

(Fer et al 2017, Biogeos



Seasonal ’direct’ precipitation fcs are rather 



Seasonal ’direct’ precipitation fcs are rather 
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The scale-dependency of the skill horizon

(ECMWF Newsletter 14
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Climate information: spatial maps of anomal

Surface air temperature anom. for May ‘19 relative to the 1981-2010 ave

(EU Copernicus project:
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Climate information: time series of TP anom.

Time series of monthly average precipitation rates (mm/day) anomalies 

relative to the 1981-2010 average for SW and SE Europe. 

(EU Copernicus project:
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Climate change: what does it mean for EU/IT

Looking ahead and 

planning strategic 

investments/planning, 

climate change (CC) 

must be considered. 

Studies should be 

performed to assess what 

will CC mean for Africa, in 

terms of temperature, 

water resources, 

extremes, … and to 

evaluate CC impact on 

society.

(IPCC AR5
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Conclusions 

A. Which skillful weather fc for water mgmt are available? 

Probabilistic fcs of surface variables:
� For scales of ~ 20 km2 up to few days
� For scales of ~ 100 km2 up to 2 weeks 
� For larger scales in some cases up to few months

B. Is there any relevant information on how the climate is today a

could change, that can be used to plan ahead? 
� For the past, climate monitoring services are available
� For the future, reports (e.g. IPCC) discuss the ‘most likely’ large

impact that CC can have also on water on different regions 
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